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Abstract

One of the crucial problems of natural language processing for languages such as Ukrainian is lack of datasets both unlabeled (for pretraining of word embeddings or large deep learning models) and labeled (for benchmarking existing approaches).

In this paper we describe a framework for simple classification dataset creation with minimal labeling effort. We create a dataset for Ukrainian news classification and compare several pretrained models for Ukrainian language in different training settings.

We show that ukr-RoBERTa, ukr-ELECTRA and XLM-R tend to show the highest performance, although XLM-R tends to perform better on longer texts, while ukr-RoBERTa performs substantially better on shorter sequences.

We publish this dataset on Kaggle (https://www.kaggle.com/c/ukrainian-news-classification/) and suggest to use it for further comparison of approaches for Ukrainian text classification.
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1. Introduction

Recently, natural language processing went through the phase of rapid development similar to the computer vision revolution in 2010s. This progress can be mainly attributed to the development of Transformer [2] and BERT architectures [3]. Such success has been possible to achieve mostly because of the transfer learning mechanism.

However, unsupervised pretraining of such models requires a lot of data and computational power. As a result, most of the top pretrained architectures only exist for the most popular languages such as English, Chinese, etc. Only a few of such models exist for Ukrainian language.

The most prominent out of them are ukr-RoBERTa [4] and ukr-ELECTRA [5]. However, both of the models lack proper evaluation: ukr-ELECTRA is benchmarked on POS tagging and NER tasks only, while ukr-RoBERTa does not have any metrics calculated on public datasets at all.
This lack of diverse evaluation that is usually present in scientific papers on NLP for English language is a result of insufficient amount of publicly available, properly arranged and cleaned datasets for Ukrainian language.

There were several attempts to create a benchmark dataset for the most common and straightforward NLP task – text classification.

In [6] [7] authors create a hotel review sentiment analysis dataset that can serve as a benchmark for text classifiers in Ukrainian. They also note lack of Ukrainian data and complexity of data collection. In the end, they resolve to augmenting their dataset with Russian texts translated to Ukrainian with machine translation algorithms.

Another notable resource with Ukrainian datasets [8] suggest a vast collection of unlabeled data as well as datasets and pretrained models for NER. However, it lacks Ukrainian datasets for sequence-to-one tasks.

Alternative approach for solving NLP tasks in Ukrainian is to use multilingual models. There are two transformer models that were trained on a variety of languages including Ukrainian: Multilingual BERT [3] and XLM-R [9]. Such models are usually trained on a combined corpus that includes texts in dozens of languages (more specifically, mBERT and XLM-R are trained on the collection of 104 largest Wikipedia datasets in different languages). After that, they are evaluated on the crosslingual benchmarks such as XNLI [10]. However, XNLI does not include Ukrainian language, so these models were not tested on Ukrainian data specifically.

In this paper we suggest to benchmark pretrained models for Ukrainian text classification task. In order to do that, we develop a generic framework that allows us to collect a lot of Ukrainian data relatively easily and without any need for manual annotation.

After that, we apply our methodology to create a dataset for news classification (though it can be applied to several other domains). We use this dataset to evaluate and compare several open-sourced transformers that are available and applicable for Ukrainian language. In the last section, we analyze the results and create recommendations for the potential model selection for similar applied tasks.

We also encourage other researchers in this field to use this dataset in further evaluation of their models in this domain.

2. Dataset

For our purposes we construct a dataset of Ukrainian news scraped from several data sources listed in section 3.1. Data preparation framework is described in section 2.2 below. We use this dataset to benchmark a variety of models for text classification. These models are either trained or fine-tuned to a downstream task formalized in section 2.3.

2.1. Data sources

In order to create a large enough benchmark dataset we need to gather and label a huge number of texts. If we also want to test our models under different conditions (e.g. text style, length, mixture of different languages, etc.), we need to create a separate labeling for each of these settings. Unfortunately, data collection is quite expensive and difficult. Especially for Ukrainian language, since it has a limited amount of data sources, and most of the media sources
Figure 1: Distribution of raw data

that are easy to collect (e.g. social network posts, news, etc.) are contaminated with Russian
and English pieces.

To tackle this problem, we created a pipeline that allowed us to collect a text classification
dataset without any labeling and with reasonably small data preparation efforts. This dataset
can be further extended in the same way as it was initially collected if needed.

For this purpose, we scraped several Ukrainian news websites: BBC News Україна [11],
НВ [12], Українська правда [13], Єкономічна правда [14], Європейська правда [15], Українська
правда Життя [16] and Уніан [17].

Distribution of the scraped data is shown on figure 1. Complete raw dataset consists of 94994
texts.

After that, we used data source as a classification objective. Implications of this choice and
hypothesis on what a model can learn from such target variable are considered in section 2.3.

2.2. Data preparation

There are several aspects of the raw dataset that require preprocessing and cleaning. Even a
simple bag-of-words [19] based model, trained on this initially obtained dataset, achieves 0.9
F1-score, while more complex deep learning-based approaches show near perfect accuracy after
several epochs of training due to numerous implicit data leakages [20] in text.

We apply next data preparation pipeline in order to deal with this issue:

1. **Whitespace normalization**. Leading and trailing whitespace characters were truncated.
   Sequences of more than one whitespace character were compressed.

2. **Source title removal**. All mentions of any of the source title in any grammatical form (e.g.
   "BBC", "Бiбiсi" or "Служба новин BBC") were replaced with special token [SOURCE] both in article titles and texts. Modified version of Norvig’s typo corrector [21] was used to deal with incorrect spelling of data source titles.

3. **Duplicate removal**. For each cluster of duplicated or similar texts only one instance was left. The most prominent examples of such clusters are template articles about currency exchange rates or new coronavirus cases in Ukraine, that only differ from each other in numbers and minor details (e.g. list of red zone regions). Obviously, a model could memorize such texts instead of learning their semantics. Thus, all such cases were considered to be data leakages.
4. **Language cleaning.** Language of texts was automatically detected using langdetect [22]. All documents of non-Ukrainian origin were removed from the dataset.

5. **Template data leakages.** We conducted a semi-automated search of typical patterns that only occur in texts from a particular data source thus unequivocally identifying it by form. All such occurrences were removed from the dataset.

In order to do template data leakage search, first, we created a TF-IDF matrix [23] of all terms and the most popular bigrams in the dataset. Then, we used chi-square feature selection to find top-20 tokens for each class. All selected tokens were manually reviewed, and some typical sentences or phrases containing them were identified as data leakage and cleaned. This process was repeated several times, until no suspicious token showed up in the top-20.

The most prominent examples of such template data leakages were clickbait phrases (e.g. “Visit our YouTube channel for more details”) and references (e.g. “Image credits …”). Examples of such leakages with context are shown in figure 2. Each type of template data leakage was either masked with [SOURCE] token or otherwise removed.

Although we acknowledge that such changes alter the natural data distribution, we deem them necessary in order to make this task representative to real-world problems where models need to learn complex semantic relations instead of searching for a set of predefined clues.

After the aforementioned preprocessing, the processed dataset consists of 82554 texts (approximately 12000 texts were completely eliminated due to various reasons).

The dataset is further split into training and test subsets. Complete training set contains...
57789 titles and texts. Test set consists of 24765 samples. Subsets have similar target variable distribution.

Figure 3: Training set class distribution

2.3. Task formulation

We use data sources as a classification objective. This way we expect models to learn some kind of a mixture of style classification or source identification (since each data source has unique stylistics and textual attributes) and topic modeling (because some of the news websites in our dataset are focused on particular sets of topics, though each major topic is represented by at least several sources).

This multiclass classification problem is evaluated with macro-averaged F1-score:

$$F_1 = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=0}^{n} \frac{2 \times \text{Precision}_i \times \text{Recall}_i}{\text{Precision}_i + \text{Recall}_i}$$

This way we penalize minor classes on the same scale as major, thus making models struggle with class imbalance. Dataset is specifically created unbalanced in order to create more challenging and real world-like task.

We also suggest benchmarking each model in several different settings. First option is to train the models either on the full training set or on the tiny subset consisting of 8256 samples. It allows us to simulate model performance under training data constraints: such a situation might occur in real-world applications when the cost of data labeling is high, e.g. when data labeling requires highly-specialized professionals [18].

Second option that we suggest is to train the models either on full articles or just titles. This way we can determine models’ performance on texts of different length.

Distribution of text and title length is shown in figure 4. Hereinafter, texts and titles are also referred to as long and short texts respectively.

To sum up, there are a total of four training settings under these two conditions. We test each of the models under each of these settings.
3. Model zoo

We test five different transformer models: Multilingual BERT [3], Slavic BERT [24], ukr-RoBERTa [4], ukr-ELECTRA [5] and XLM-R [9]. Sections 3.1-5 briefly describe these models. Also, we train a simple but robust baseline - NB-SVM on TF-IDF features implemented according to [25]. Surprisingly its results are comparable to those of transformers in some of the settings. These results are discussed in greater detail in section 5.

3.1. Multilingual BERT

Multilingual BERT (mBERT) is an extension of a classic BERT proposed by [3] that is trained on the combined corpora for 104 languages including Ukrainian. It can be used for further transfer learning on various downstream tasks including news classification. It usually shows much lower performance than models pretrained for each specific language. For our experiments we specifically use uncased mBERT-base.

3.2. Slavic BERT

Slavic BERT is a result of unsupervised transfer learning from mBERT on the combined corpus of Wikipedia pages written in several Slavic languages. Though that corpus doesn’t include Ukrainian, it is possible that pretraining on the same morphemes might improve its performance for the Ukrainian downstream dataset as well.

3.3. ukr-RoBERTa

ukr-RoBERTa is a version of RoBERTa [26] model pretrained specifically on the large-scale corpus consisting of Ukrainian Wikipedia, Ukrainian OSCAR deduplicated dataset [27] and youscan’s internal dataset collected from the social networks. Authors do not report any results for this model on public benchmarks, though they mention that they got 2 percent
f1-score improvement on their internal datasets comparing to mBERT. Measuring this model’s performance on a public dataset is crucial for its effective usage in applied science.

3.4. ukr-ELECTRA

ukr-ELECTRA is an ELECTRA [28] architecture based model pretrained on the Ukrainian Wikipedia pages and Ukrainian OSCAR deduplicated dataset. It is expected that it should perform better than ukr-RoBERTa, since ELECTRA approach generally outperforms RoBERTa on most of the tasks. However, Ukrainian version of ELECTRA was pretrained on a smaller dataset, so as our experiments show, they compare differently than their English counterparts.

3.5. XLM-R

XLM-R is a RoBERTa-based model that is trained in the same manner as mBERT. XLM-R is the only model that has an open-sourced version of pretrained weights for a large architecture version. For the sake of finding the best text classification model for Ukrainian texts we use this version instead of the base one during our experiments since it is expected to give the top performance for downstream tasks.

4. Experiments

We conduct a set of four experiments for each model:

1. Small training set; training on titles only.
2. Small training set; training on full texts.
3. Large training set; training on titles only.
4. Large training set; training on full texts.

For each of these experiments superficial tuning is performed. We select the learning rate scheduler on a small validation subset selected from the training set. After that, we retrain the model with top hyperparameters set on the whole training set before submitting the prediction.

In order to compare models in realistic conditions, instead of training each model for the same number of training steps, we train each of them in a fixed budget of 24 hours per single P100 GPU.

Benchmark results are shown in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Short texts / small training set</th>
<th>Long texts / small training set</th>
<th>Short texts / large training set</th>
<th>Long texts / large training set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NB-SVM baseline</td>
<td>0.533</td>
<td>0.790</td>
<td>0.636</td>
<td>0.900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mBERT</td>
<td>0.626</td>
<td>0.853</td>
<td>0.685</td>
<td>0.910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slavic BERT</td>
<td>0.620</td>
<td>0.840</td>
<td>0.708</td>
<td>0.907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ukr-RoBERTa</td>
<td><strong>0.675</strong></td>
<td>0.903</td>
<td><strong>0.745</strong></td>
<td>0.940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ukr-ELECTRA</td>
<td>0.623</td>
<td>0.909</td>
<td>0.721</td>
<td>0.948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XLM-R</td>
<td>0.624</td>
<td><strong>0.915</strong></td>
<td>0.689</td>
<td><strong>0.950</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Results

The highest score among all conducted experiments is achieved by XLM-R trained on the large version of the full-text training set: it reaches 0.95 F1.

There are a few interesting observations:

1. Both mBERT and Slavic BERT perform rather poorly in terms of F1-score. While it was expected for mBERT, it is somewhat surprising that Slavic BERT did not show any accuracy improvement, performing even worse than mBERT in three settings out of four.
2. ukr-RoBERTa shows huge performance improvement over mBERT (5-6% for short texts and 3-6% for long texts). It also shows a smaller gap between short text and long text settings. We attribute it to the fact that it was trained on the dataset that includes scraped social media posts which generally tend to be shorter than other types of texts.
3. ukr-ELECTRA shows slightly worse metrics on average, being less accurate on short texts and a bit more accurate on long texts.
4. XLM-R generally outperforms all models on long texts while having significantly lower performance on short texts. It is worth mentioning that XLM-R has 24 encoder blocks instead of 12, so it has almost 3x memory bandwidth and latency compared to other benchmarked transformer models.
5. Despite expectations, the NB-SVM baseline shows quite high f1-score in the large training set mode. While trained on the large dataset, it is only 7% worse than average transformer model in short text setting and it performs almost on par with mBERT and Slavic BERT in long text setting. We assume that it is due to the fact that when we train models on the small dataset, efficiency of the transfer learning approach is much more significant than in the case of the large dataset.

These results show that ukr-RoBERTa could be a model of choice for short-length texts, while XLM-R or ukr-ELECTRA is the best choice for longer texts depending on the computational budget for inference.

It is worth mentioning that NB-SVM model which requires neither GPU for training nor expensive hardware for real-time inference achieves comparable performance if the training dataset is large enough. It is only 5% below the best model while taking fifteen minutes to implement and train which is acceptable in a lot of applied cases.

6. Conclusion

In the scope of this paper we presented a simple and effective framework that allows us to create a text classification dataset with minimal effort.

Using this approach we created a dataset for news classification that consists of almost 60 thousand training samples and allows benchmarking models in several different settings for deeper understanding of models pros and cons. The dataset is hosted at Kaggle (https://www.kaggle.com/c/ukrainian-news-classification/) and is available for benchmarking of novel machine learning algorithms for Ukrainian language.

We tested several existing open-source models on this dataset and evaluated these models in a fair setting. As a result, we showed that ukr-RoBERTa and ukr-ELECTRA are the top-performing
medium-sized models, while XLM-R performs better for long texts if there are no computational constraints.

At the same time, NB-SVM shows comparable results. This observation along with the fact that crosslingual model is one of the top performers means that pretrained transformer models for Ukrainian language still have a long way to go. Collecting larger datasets for the unsupervised pretraining and pretraining of larger models (e.g. RoBERTa-large) seem to be the most promising fields of development.
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